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Allah Said: 

“And say: work (righteousness); soon will Allah observe your 

work, and his Messenger, and the Believers; soon will ye be 

brought back to the Knower of what is hidden and what is open; 

then will He show you the truth of all what ye did” 

Al Tawbah (105) 
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In the name of God most Gracious most merciful. 

Profile of Rifgah Organization for orphans sponsorship for the year 2014 

1) INTRODUCTION AND PROFILE FOR THE ORGANIZATION. 

Problem: 

Dream: 

Choise: 

Youth: 

Energy: 

Idea: 

Hope: 

Objective: 

Faith/ Confidence 

Norm/ tradition: 

Work: 

Co-operation: 

Optimism 

Working hard: 

Implementation: 

Reality: 

Fact: 

All of this is life’s norm / tradition and usually every beginning starts small, dreams, hope 

are brains prisoner and hearts are in a wondering world, but that anticipation quickly 

fades when reality takes over illusion, imagination and sound of work overshadows 

spectrum of hope.  

Rifgah organization for orphan’s sponsorship was like any other voluntary organization, 

association. It started with a simple idea but with a big objective, (and what type of big 

objective and what noble goal to be on the side of Prophet Mohamed (peace be upon him) 

in heaven and on his companionship, and from here was the name (Rifgah). Believing 

from us in the principle of equality, spreading what’s good, enforcing and urging to do it, 
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making sure of its continuity, this organization was founded to archive those 

fundamentals and establishments, and make them reality and realistically happening. Our 

goal and aim is not to let any orphan child boy or girl les privileged in any way than his 

mates or colleagues and friends who were privileged by God with parents. 

With that, we come to the goal of saturation & sufficiency to let the orphans be equal 

with his/her colleagues not lacking anything. With our knowledge that this does not bring 

back the parent because bringing back his/her parent is impossible. We don’t look after 

his or her material requirements only, but to engage the orphan mentally, emotionally, 

scientifically and logically, to let the orphan lead a good example to all. We don’t rely so 

monovisionally and methodologically or follow tradition pattern. Any orphan, his/her 

colleagues, his family are part of this society, which we live in and looking after or taking 

care is not enough, the actual participation of the family is needed and that requires to 

accept it as its first and working together to develop it and change it to the best always 

with possible available ways. 

 

2) Establishment and history of the Organization:  

Rifgah organization is a student’s organization managed by a group of students from 

different faculties and universities. The organization originated from Medical campus- 

Khartoum University in June 2005, the beginning was an individual effort which arose 

prior to the organization and resulted in ensuring five orphans in coordination with 

world’s women center. 

 

After the establishment of the organization, the charity widened the scope of work 

encompassing sponsorship and increasing preparation until the orphans reached 350 

orphans at the end of year 2014. 

 

3) The vision 

Our vision is that, an orphan is equal with his/her peers who were blessed by God with 

parents and not to be less fortunate in Education and Health, and to be sizeable enough to 
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be an active member in his community as an influential and interactive with it. To bring 

up the orphans in a correct way religiously and traditionally without forgetting 

development and recreation side of the orphans and their family to drive them from their 

weakness to strength and sufficiency. 

 

4) Our mission 

Always we strive to achieve a high level in social service for orphans and their families 

and its not limited to only providing material aid to them, but also aim to spiritual and 

moral aspects of development of the orphan in collaboration with his family and thus be 

an affective part of the community. 

 

5) Values 

 Entrenching the principal of solidarity between members of the community and 

turn it into a practical reality.  

 To remind others of the conditions of one in need (thoughtfulness affluent 

benefactors of others’ condition in need).  

 Upgrade youth aspect and directing their energies towards serving their 

community. 

 Young people gain experience by working in various secretariats. 

 Establish the principle of interdependence between members of different ages 

within the secretariat, which helps to create a generation rallied able to structure its 

future work. 

 Seek to convert part of the community of the state of the need for subsistence but 

also harnessed to help others. 

 Change the concept of class, society is one family aiming to build its community. 

 Create a link between the sponsors and the families of orphans and between 

students and orphans, where everyone is a producer gives and takes.  
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6) Objectives 

i) It’s a students’ non-profit organization intended to sponsor orphans by providing 

clothing, sustenance, education and what an orphan requires to be an active 

member of the society.  

ii) Contributing in providing essential monthly financial sponsorship for each 

orphan. 

iii) Contributing in providing adequate and possible health care to orphans. 

iv) Contributing in helping orphanages. 

v) Stimulating and energizing students to participate in upgrading general 

conditions of orphans and to feel help value. 

vi) To pay attention to academic aspect and to contribute in paying school fees and 

school requirements. 

vii) Contributing in providing for month of Ramandhan requirements and clothes for 

Eid fitri and Adha. 

viii) To pay attention to guidance and directing to the orphans and their mothers. 

ix) To work in organizing journeys, programmes, entertainment to the orphans. 

x) To work for helping mothers by owning private projects to support their 

children. 

 

7) Means and Methods 

i) Collect monthly sponsorship from members registered with the organization. 

ii) Advocacy for support from agencies and institutions. 

iii) To co-operate with a number of doctors to provide health care in case of illness. 

iv) To make up a study to establish the orphans essential needs to be positioned and 

placed on the lead of the list of requirements. 

v) To visit a number of orphanages, to know the general view and to decide 

possible urgent aid needed to uplift the care level mostly health. 

vi) Seek to provide support ways from well wishers, organizations, companies, 

institutions, banks, etc. 
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vii) Earring a ring of communication between orphans and student in Colleges and 

Universities by exchanging visits. 

viii) To work to publicize the organization internally and externally using 

organizations website and social network, notifying students of the availability 

of the organization, motivating them to participate with publications and periodic 

advertisement. 

 

8) Organization Accomplished Achievement: 

Previous achievements: 

- Number of children sponsored by the organization reaches 350 orphans, in total 

sponsoring 42500 Sudanese Pounds monthly. 

- Providing all school requirements each year without interruption such as bags, texts, 

books and office requirements for the last nine years. 

- Preparing Ramadan bag each year with different types for the last nine years. 

- Giving clothes to orphans on Eid Elfitir and Adha for the last nine years. 

- Joining orphans families in slaughtering Eid Adha’s offerings for the last nine years. 

- Treating emergence cases for orphan children and their families in cooperation with a 

number of Doctors for the last nine years. 

- Solving urgent housing problems for affected families for the past nine years. 

- Providing health care insurance for sponsored orphans and their families, the 

beginning was with a batch of thirty families. 

- Implementing five projects from productive families project and the project has 

achieved the desired goal, thanks to God. 

- Preparing entertainment days in Games city each year for the last nine years. 

- For the aspect of health of the organization, medicine in provided periodically for 

seven orphans and their mothers who suffers from chronic diseases i, e. ( 

- Continuing social continuation program with families of the orphans to evaluate and 

support social continuation. 
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- To install periodic exhibitions with any ceremony annually in different universities 

and faculties. 

- Revising and developing work procedures in membership and finance secretariat, 

producing membership cards and working according to finance regulations in 

financial and monthly revision.         
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Rifgah activities gallery: 

School bag project: 
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Ramadan bag project: 
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Eid- Alfitir happiness project:  
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Eid- Adha happiness project:  
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Entertainment exhibitions: 
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  Entertainment days: 
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Construction project for orphan’s families: 
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Rains and floods and maintenance of orphan’s homes: 
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Rifgah Children’s Project:     
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Refgah in Sudanese newspapers: 
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Productive Families Project: 
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Certificate of the organization registration:  
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10) The organizational structure consists the following: 

1. General Assembly. 

2. Executive Committee. 

3. Advisory Board. 

First:  General Assembly: 

The General Assembly consists of all the registered members and who meets the 

conditions for the membership, and represents the highest authority.  

1) The terms of reference of the Assembly: 

• Approve the statute of the organization and modifying it. 

• Election of the Executive Committee. 

• Approval of the communique, the budget and auditing. 

• Determine the value of the registration and membership subscriptions fees. 

• Develop and approve general polices governing the work. 

• Approve the annual work plans or specific periods of time.  

 

2) General Assembly Meetings: 

• The General Assembly convenes once a year. 

• The General Assembly convenes on an exceptional basis at the request of two-thirds of 

the members of the Assembly or at the invitation of the Executive Committee.  

• The quorum shall be by majority of (50 +1) In case of lack of quorum the meeting is 

suspended, and the meeting is held again after one week legally with attendance of any 

number of members. 

Second: the Executive Committee: 

The Executive Committee is composed of members elected by the General Assembly and 

their posts are as follows: 

1. The head of the organization. 
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2. Executive Director. 

3. The Chairman of the Finance Secretariat. 

4. Head of the Information Secretariat. 

5. Head of the Social Secretariat. 

6. Head of Health Secretariat. 

7. Head of the Secretariat of organic Affairs. 

8. Head of the Secretariat for orphans Affairs. 

9. Head of Planning and Project Secretariat. 

10. Head of Training, guidance and quality Secretariat. 

11. Head of Coordination and Foreign Relations Secretariat 

 (A) The functions and terms of reference of the Executive Office: 

• Develop internal regulations and accreditation to the Registrar General. 

• Implement policies and plans that regulate the work of the Organization. 

• Work with the Board to attract financial and in-kind support. 

• Executive Office provides annual reports to General Assembly for approval. 

• Selection of Advisory Board. 

• Conclusion of agreements with various parties. 

• To assign any person as may be deemed appropriate for the performance of its 

functions. 

• Any other duties assigned to it by the General Assembly. 

 (B) The Meetings of Executive Office: 

• The Executive Office meets at least once every month, at the request of its chairman or 

his authorized representative in case of his absence.  

• The Executive Committee is responsible for proceedings of the meeting invitations and 

preparation of the meetings at the direction of the President and the codification of the 

minutes and the liberalization of the facts of the meetings signed by the President. 

• The Chairman may invite in the meeting of the Executive Office as may be deemed 

appropriate among the experts, knowledgeable or advisers. 
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• The chairman chairs the Executive Office meetings and in his absence his deputy shall 

chair the meetings. 

• A quorum for the Executive Office meetings shall be by presence of (50 +1) of its 

membership. 

• Resolutions of the Executive Office are made by approval of the majority of the 

members present, and each member deserves one vote. In case of ties in votes the 

chairman of the meeting is entitled a casting vote.  

• The Validity of Executive Committee is one year from the date of its election.  

Third: The Advisory Council: 

The Advisory Council is a consultative body made up of a number of members to be 

selected by the Executive Committee with thought, opinion and money, their mission is 

to attract support for the implementation of the goals and programs of the organization, 

and they meet every four months. 

11) Organization's resources: 

The financial resources of the organization are as follows: 

1. Monthly contributions from student Members. 

2. Monthly contributions from sponsor members. 

3. Contributions through bank accounts. 

4. Contributions by credit transfer to the Official Organization phones. 

5. Financial contributions in cash given to the Secretary-General or his deputy through 

advertisements in various media.  

6. Financial contributions in cash through letters of support.  

7. Financial contributions in cash through familiar personalities or personal relationships. 

8. Contributions allocated to specific areas of the Organization donated funds, after 

assigning a responsible person for monitoring and reviewing the appointment and 

maintenance funds. 
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* All any in-kind contributions construed in favor of the Social Secretariat, in case of 

disposition the Proceeds goes to the Finance Secretariat.  

 

 

12) Communication channels and interaction with the organization: 

Organization phones: 00249900132367 – 00249920606220 - 00249121611395 

E-mail to the organization: refgaaytam@gmail.com 

You can also communicate with us through all the social networking sites on the 

Alhasteq: refgaaaytam. 

Bank account: refgha Organization for orphans sponsorship -  Khartoum Bank - 

parliament branch - account number: 1061576  

 

13) How to donate to the organization: 

They are two types how to participate in the organization, they are either financially or 

in-kind, and the organization is accustomed since its establishment in 2005 to receive 

contributions of 5 Sudanese pounds per month from member students, and any other open 

contributions, bearing in mind that, that amount does not represent the minimum 

contributions, and we are pleased with your participation in any form and with any 

amount although small in the eyes of some people, our beloved Prophet, peace be upon 

him said: (What's the lack of money from a charity) and also said: (Fear the Fire, even if 

by giving half a date).  

 

 

From the above it is clear that, the form of support and participation is not entirely 

dependent on the financial support, but depends on the type of the program which is 

being put forward intended to be implemented, the follows simplifies the explanation on  

how to donate to the Organization:  
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PROGRAM  REQUIREMENTS 

 

POSSIBLE DONATIONS 

Financially In kind Other 

1. Monthly 

sponsorship 

Provide financial support to 

cover the orphan’s 

sponsorship   

What is 

afforded  

--- Guidance to 

foreign 

sources 

support 

 

2. Productive Families 

Project 

provide specific 

requirements for permanent 

production 

What is 

afforded 

According 

to the 

project 

Potential 

contribution 

of any party 

3. Family visits Visitation Requirements What is 

afforded 

Whatever 

is possible  

Provide 

transportation  

 

4. Preparations for 

Back to School season 

1. School bag 

2. Books 

3 Uniform 

4. Books 

5. school equipment 

What is 

afforded 

Anything 

from all 

mentioned  

Potential 

contribution 

of any party 

5. the holy month of 

Ramadan requirements  

- Material supply for the 

month of Ramadan. 

- A way to transfer bags to 

families. 

What is 

afforded 

Anything 

from all 

mentioned 

Potential 

contribution 

of any party 

6. Providing the joy of 

Eid 

Clothes for orphans and 

their families. 

Providing money to cover 

the happiness among 

orphans. 

What is 

afforded 

--- --- 

7. Health care for 

orphans 

Cooperating with doctors to 

guarantee the required. 

Assistance in health 

insurance program. 

Providing the necessary 

tools. 

What is afforded. 

Providing medicine.  

To contact doctor for  to start 

cooperation 

To contact competent aspect in health 

insurance  

8. Entertainment days 

for orphans 

Park Rent 

Food and beverages 

Gifts 

Transport  

Accompanying programs 

What is 

afforded 

Any part 

from all 

mentioned  

--- 

9.  Winter clothing winter clothes 

Blankets 

What is 

afforded 

Any part 

from all 

mentioned 

To guide us 

to a part 

which can 

provide the 
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above 

10. Advertising the 

Organization  

Public participation  Evidencing good as actors 

 

 

1. When do I donate? 

- donation time is open around the clock and throughout the months of the year, the 

sponsorship is collected monthly and delivered directly to the orphans families, As 

concerning the rest of the projects are processed before a timely manner according to the 

following schedule: 

Time to provide donation The program 

Monthly Monthly sponsorship  

Before the start of the school year 

annually 

To equip for back to school season  

Before the start of Ramadan The requirement of the holy month of 

Ramadan 

Before Eid Provide Eid clothes 

Unspecified time  Health care for orphans  

Beginning of the school holiday season Orphans entertainment days  

Before the month of December Providing winter clothes 

Unspecified time Productive Families project 

Unspecified time Family visits 

Unspecified time Advertising the Organization  

 

All types of donations are delivered to a member of the organization or to nearest person 

who can deliver it directly to the organization's headquarters, or contact one of the 

organization’s phones to deliver the donation if he/ she is unable to attend, with the 

importance of ensuring the identity of the recipient from the organization. The details, 

address, and phone numbers are mentioned above 

2. Who receives the donation? 

- All the donations goes directly to the beneficiary the registered orphans with the 

Organization equally, and the Organization allocates these donations only for the 

implementation of the organization's commitments to orphans directly, bearing in mind 

that, the Organization does not impose administrative fees deducted from the donations 

regardless of its value, and in order to safeguard the principle of transparency you can 
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visit the organization’s headquarters and met members of the Executive Committee or 

communicate directly with the orphans and their families. 

 

14) How to select and interacting the orphans: 

The orphans are accessed through the organization telephone numbers or the attendance 

of one the orphans relatives to the Medical Sciences campus - Khartoum University, (the 

former headquarters of the Organization) or by their family members who provides 

family data to a member of the organization or by other families guaranteed by the 

organization and other methods.   

After recording the family for sponsorship by delivering their Identification papers, 

telephone numbers and home description in detail, appointment is arranged to evaluate 

the family by  a committee of members headed by the orphans affairs secretariat through 

which the family fill the forms to study and determine whether the family is:  

1. Does not qualify for sponsorship. 

2. Deserves the sponsorship and registered on waiting list.   

3. Deserves sponsorship and is regarded as an emergency case. 

15) Sponsorship acceptance conditions: 

How to accept orphans: 

Orphans are accepted in the Organization after meeting the following conditions: 

1. The orphan must be holding Sudanese nationality. 

2. To have known address and is reachable. 

3. Preliminary assessment of the family situation by one of the of the organization 

member in charge of that. 

• Sponsorship requirements: 

- Orphan’s birth certificate. 

- Father’s death certificate. 

- Orphan’s residence certificate. 
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- Number of family members. 

- A statement about the general situation of the family. 

- Two photos of the orphan. 

- Mother’s personal Identification. 

- Legitimate certificate from the court. 

- Father’s personal Identification. 

- Result of the last academic year of the child to be sponsored. 

- Family telephone number.  

 

= (*) Basic requirements for sponsorship: 

• Priority arrangements for the orphans to register with the organization: 

The priority arrangements for the orphans to register under the organization’s umbrella is 

on the following basis: 

1. First date for submitting for sponsorship to the organization. 

2. The social status of the family to be sponsored. (through statement of the family 

conditions by members of the organization). 

3. In the case of external sponsorship, the sponsor is allowed to choose the orphan 

according to what he deems appropriate, regardless of the arrangement, in case of 

freedom of choice the sponsor is granted an orphan according to the existing priority in 

the organization (i.e. according to the family’s need and the date of sponsorship 

submission). 

4. In case of external cooperation with faculties or organizations related or groups linked 

to the field of sponsorship and orphan’s care, the sponsor is allowed to choose the orphan 

according to what he deems appropriate, regardless of the arrangement, in the case of 

freedom of choice the sponsor is granted an orphan according to the existing priority in 

the organization (i.e. according to the family’s need and the date of sponsorship 

submission). 

16) The organization’s priorities in distributing its resources:   
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The Organization prioritizes its aspects of expenditure according to the following 

manner: 

First: The revenue is distributed first for the orphan’s monthly sponsorship article; this 

article cannot be neglected in case of decrease or budget insufficiency to enforce the 

plans and scheduled programs. 

Second: To implement of the annual periodic programs according to the order 

(Entertainment day project, School bag project, Ramadan bag project, Eid al-Fitr 

happiness project, Eid al-Adha happiness project, Winter clothes project). 

Third: to meet the emergency needs of orphans, and sponsored organization families 

(internally and externally) that includes the diagnosis fees, treatment of emergency in 

case of illness, or in case of inability to pay house rent, or to establish a necessary facility 

in one of the orphan’s family home.  

Fourth: All externally sponsorship amount diverted in favor of the monthly sponsorship 

without exception. 

Fifth: in case of need, the Miscellaneous can be paid from the amount of contributions 

raised from unspecified sponsorship i.e. students contributions, and funds raised from 

donation boxes. 

17) Sponsorship system in the Organization: 

• Private Sponsorship:  

When a new sponsor contacts the organization the first question to be asked is the amount 

he/she commits to pay monthly, then the families are displayed to the sponsor to choose 

what suits him/ her, or he/she is given from the list of families existing as mentioned 

before, and a family can attract more than one sponsor until it receives the required 

amount. 

• Direct Sponsorship or through the Organization: 

Family details including telephone numbers, and accurate description of the place of 

residence is given to the sponsor that has agreed to sponsor the family,  and then is given 
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a choice between delivering the amount per month to the family directly and here the 

organization’s obligation is limited to ensure that the family receives the amount . 

But when the sponsor choose to deliver his sponsorship through the Organization the 

Financial Secretariat of the Organization reminds the sponsor monthly, and notify the 

family immediately after the arrival of the sponsorship to receive it or deliver it to the 

family. 

• Public Sponsorship: 

• Its resources: 

- Monthly Contributions from Members and university’s students. 

- Contributions from well-wishers through Credit Transfer. 

- Contributions from voluntary funds. 

- Contributions through bank account. 

- Contributions not periodic delivered to financial secretariat under the name of 

sponsorship. 

Public sponsorship is used to cover family sponsorship who her sponsor apologized to 

reimbursement for temporary conditions, or delayed in payment, or his sponsorship 

stopped While finding another sponsor, if the amount is not enough for all families the 

available amount is distributed according to the need or to be given part of the amount 

until the sponsor pays the remaining amount. 
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Organization Site Map: 
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19) The Organization’s periodic programs: 

The periodic programs of the Organization include the following: 

• Monthly sponsorship. 

• Family visitations. 

• Entertainment day. 

• School bag. 

• Ramadan bag.  

• Happiness of Eid. 

• Winter clothes. 

• Orphans health care for.  

• Advertising the organization through periodic exhibitions and other events. 

 Productive Family Project: 

Through this project the orphans mothers are granted small project which provides them 

with steady income, such as ownership of Gas stove, materials needed to make bread, 

sweets, sewing machines and other projects that transforms the orphan family from a 

consumer family to a productive family, that is to say that the organization provide the 

family with capital, and after the work success and profits harvest the initial capital only 

is returned back to the organization budget.   

20) Other Projects Seasonal and Emergency: 

Emergency rain project: The organization operates in the heavy rains and flooding season 

to inspect the orphans families conditions and to Supply them with necessary Food 

supplies, treatments, and necessities to avoid the risk of flooding, as well as repairing 

what can be repaired in their homes to ensure their safety.  
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21) Future Projects: 

- Assistance in providing better health services to orphans and their families free of 

charge. 

- Working to support orphans and sponsor their tuition expenses until they complete their 

studies successfully. 

- Implementation and to continue with existing projects based on the principle of orphans 

equality with their peers i.e. (Trahum / Silat). 

- To expand the activities of the organization horizontally and vertically and membership 

rules in various places and areas and to adopt the best definition of the concept of quality 

and developing work.  

- To work in increasing the amount of support provided to the orphan’s families. 

- Study and adopt production projects to reach self-sufficiency and convert the surplus to 

improve the service provided to the orphans. 

22) Current status of the organization: 

- The organization sponsors 150 Families which Contains 351 orphans. 

- 500 families on waiting list. 

- The monthly total sponsorship amount is 42,000 Sudanese Pounds. 

- Work in progress on implementing productive families’ projects. 

 23) Organization different statistics:  
 

Number of orphans over the years: 

Number of Orphans Year 

5 Orphans 2005 

10 Orphans 2006 

18 Orphans 2007 

26 Orphans 2008 

38 Orphans 2009 

50 Orphans 2010 

66 Orphans 2011 

86 Orphans 2012 

124 Orphans 2013 
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350 Orphans 2014 

 

- Donor so far: 

1. Nahrlkhir Pharmaceutical Organization. 

2. Salam Rotana Hotel. 

3. Nile Bank. 

4. Kndquaoui Trading Company Limited. 

5. Taiba TV channel 

6. Radio Saheron. 

Annual Budget  needed to implement programs of recent years. 

Budget for the year 2013 

Alfadil for accounting, Auditing and Financial Consultations 

Rifgah Organization for Orphan’s Sponsorship  

Income statement As At 15/11/2013 

 

Detail Amount (SDG) Amount (SDG) 

Revenues:-   

Donations from Students & Doctors  69200  

Eid Fitir & Adha Gifts 39000  

Income from Copy Machine 3000  

Other Donations to settle Credit  10000  

Revenues Total   121200 

Expenses & costs:   

Monthly Sponsorships 39000  

School Bag 7300  

Ramadan Bag 16000  

Eid Fitir Gifts distributed  18100  

Eid Adha Gifts distributed 20300  

Partial settlement of credit - machines  13000  

Audit fees 500  

Expenses Total  (114200) 

Surplus (Deficit)   

 

Budget for the year 2014 

Rifgah Organization for Orphan’s Sponsorship 

Statement of revenues and expenses for the period from 11/15/2013 until 12/21/2014 
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Description  Subtotal/ Pound  Total/ Pound 

Revenues   

Donors 198,450  

Doctors and Students donations 62,590  

Monthly Sponsorship  233,600  

exhibitions donations  2,000  

Total revenue  496,640 

Expenses: 

Orphans entertainment day  13,400  

School bag 19,140  

Ramadan bag 78,500  

Eid- Alfitir happiness  39,000  

Eid- Adha happiness 51,000  

Winter clothes 2,350  

Build a house for orphan’s family 20,550  

Small operations and treatments 7,400  

Outstanding 2,000  

Monthly sponsorship  233,600  

School fees for orphans 4,800  

Donations for the victims of rain and floods  5,900  

Vehicles rent 4000  

Audit expenses  500  

Total expenses  480,140 

Surplus  16,500 

Shortage   

Pay premiums for photocopy machine   19,000 

Purchase of fixed assets  3,750 

Period deficit   (6,250) 

 

The projected budget for year 2015 

 

Vote Pound 

Monthly sponsorship  540000 

Orphans entertainment day 20000 

School bag 35000 

Ramadan bag 75000 

Eid- Alfitir happiness  70000 

Eid- Adha happiness 180000 

Winter clothes 10000 

Others 20000 

Total 1130000 
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- Current Organization’s Members: 

Members of the organization are currently 196 members; most of them are students from 

the Faculty of Medicine, Khartoum University and Faculty of Dentistry, with some 

membership members from College of Pharmacy, doctors and students from other 

colleges. 

 

Description of Financial Resources for the Organization  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members 

Contribution 

External 

Sponsorship 

Financial 

Secretariat 

Resources  

External 

Contribution  

Incoming 

letters of 

support 

  

Other income 

sources 
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Determining the priorities in expending by the Financial Secretariat: 

- Sponsoring the orphan’s families. 

- Expenditures on periodic programs. 

- Expenditures on emergencies. 

- Management requirements and Miscellaneous. 

- Expenditures on other projects. 

- Any other minor expenses. 

24) Characteristics and Advantages of the Organization: 

History:  

Refgah organization for sponsoring Orphans was established since June 2005, and its 

historical extension towards decade gives us Preference and expertise needed to achieve 

our goals and spread our message and fulfill our commitments properly.  

Student based:  

The students represents in this organization a back bone and a foundation stone in its 

establishment, so as to ensure the continuity of the message and its durability. 

Youthful:  

is one of the main sources of the organization's strengths, as the renewal process 

rejuvenates continuously, and the tasks conduct through this important segment of the 

community represents the optimal use of the energies, potentials and efforts that 

characterize this sector from other sectors. 

Comprehensive: 

 The organization’s membership and its structure includes as well as its students’ 

establishment several other segments of the society in different background academically 
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and professionally without exception, and membership in this organization is not 

exclusive to a specific category, as participating in all its activities is open to everyone if 

he/she wishes to or when he/she gets the opportunity.  

Non-profitable: 

 This feature is one of the most important characteristics that distinguishes this 

organization from other organizations where all the resources collected is used for the 

benefit of the organization stated goals, without any investment or reap profits from the 

value of contributed resources, as the amount of required Miscellaneous to enforce 

projects are not deducted at all from the funds transferred in favor of sponsorship. (See 

Priorities of the Organization’s expenditure).  

Transparency: 

With our belief in meeting our objectives, goals and to fulfill our mission properly we are 

fully prepared to exchange all information which concerns the organization work and its 

achievements whenever necessary. 

Not Political:  

The organization is regarded as a voluntary organization, has no political background and 

does not belong to a government entity, but not necessarily a purely voluntary social 

service. 

Independent and Neutral: 

The organization conducts its internal and external work independently with what doesn’t 

contradict with the laws and humanitarian voluntary work system in Sudan as the 

organization confirms its neutrality in supplying its services to the families of the 

orphans, without secretion, differentiation, trade-offs between the families on the basis of 

sectarianism, ethnicism and favoritism. 

Voluntary: 

Participating in or contributing to organization’s activities is absolutely voluntary not 

compulsory to a specific category. 
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Registered: 

Rifgah organization is a registered organization with ministry of Humanitarian Affairs 

the Registrar of  Public Voluntary Organization since 2009 until now. 

Flexibility and Conveniences in Performance: 

According to our youth principals, that provides us with liberty, dynamic, convenience 

and easiness in performing our daily duties and periodic activities with all the easiness 

and pleasure, and within the framework of coordinated action and innovation to fit the 

performance of the organization and its goals. 

Relations and Cooperation with other Organizations 

The organization was established as a result of cooperation between members and other 

organizations, we in Rifgah organization are ready to sub mitt support and assistance to 

any voluntary organization with similar objectives. We are pleased that we are fully 

prepared to cooperate in raising, improving the overall situation of the orphan in all 

places with relevant actors, concerned. We don’t compete but cooperate in order to create 

a bright future and a better future for all orphans. 

Confidence and Reliability:  

Due to our understanding of the orphan requirements and his/her family and our full 

appreciation for contributors and donors for  a long period, it has given us the advantage 

to be one of the pioneers in this area, also members of the organization and the function 

implementers are known for their dedication and sincerity and total dedication to 

performing of our mission to maximum  whatever the circumstances surrounding work. 

Institutional: 

The organization functions on consistent organizational structure and detailed secretariat 

to carry on with its work, where a specific secretariat implements a special task through 

the base of students and volunteers. These secretariats are eight representing the 

organization structure, spread its message, implement its plans and projects on the basis 

of methodology, and practically straight and the process to be unorthodox typical 

effective and innovative viable for renewal. 
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Permanence and Continuity: 

It is one of the most important goals of the organization which is to provide necessary 

support to orphans and their families without interruption or stop, and this point has been 

achieved for God’s grace up today. The sponsorship service or any periodic activity never 

stopped since the organization’s establishment until today. 

The Cconcept: 

What our organization uniquely differentiates itself from others is that it changed the 

concept which was prevailing in the society to another concept more powerful and more 

comprehensive where we succeeded in changing an important segment in the society 

from needful concept to full changed concept that is providing help to the needy, to 

confirm that the equality concept, students are part of the community and they are fruits 

of today and harvest of tomorrow and future leaders, and we help to spread social 

message renewable that togetherness and solidarity, providing assistance to the needy is a 

duty to everyone who is able to do it, albeit with minimal effort. 

 

Diversity of Creativity, Innovation and Meeting of Emergency Requirements 

The basic attribute of the organization is to spread the spirit of renewal, creativity and 

innovation in our programs and hot to implement these programs and projects, encourage 

members and participants always to provide their advice, support with our belief that the 

implementation of our message has to be integrated with the efforts and vision of all 

participants and members. We are ready to adopt and implement new projects which 

cares and seeks to upgrade the orphans and their families, as the Broad-based principal of 

the organization participants give us access to the families of the orphan and meet urgent 

health needs. 

 

Future vision: to have your past you know it well, and your present is posed by many 

variables and conditions, that gives you extensive experience to heal the problems and 

future needs for you and your business, and we take into account in our approach in 
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Rifqah Organization that there should be fixed rules, renewable, and supporting the 

general plan of work, and clear future plan for the future of our orphans and the future of 

the organization where the welfare of the orphans and their families and their sufficiency 

is the first and last goal, moving at a steady pace in our endeavor we carry our past and 

our present to add more effort and expansion in various fields and activities. Revival and 

development is an essential object and purpose which cannot be bargained in our agenda. 

 

Experiences exchangeability:  

The organization legacy which is unique with it, is job skills speed gaining which is 

circulated among members of the organization, in order to preserve us on the continuity 

of the work of the Organization on the same style and format of rising to the level of 

quality of performance, where we are keen to involve members of different categories of 

age within each secretariat in order to stabilize the principle of  interdependence among 

the members of one body, and building for coming generations able to hold the helm with 

all the efficiency and experience, where all the organization’s members previous 

experiences is not indispensable and are referenced to whenever necessary by including 

them to Advisory Council of the Organization. 

 

Potentiality of expandability development and growth:  

The Rifqah Organization for orphan sponsorship  started as a small organization in 

medical complex at the University of Khartoum, which is now spread among various 

faculties affiliated to other universities, expansion and growth is an essential means to 

gain access to best image to achieve our goals, and we are ready to cooperate with 

various interested parties offering services, academic, and investment to increase the 

membership rules and creating best opportunities for orphans and their families. 

Working on the application of quality concepts: 

Optimum use of technology and modernity: 
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The organization's vision adopt optimal use of modern technology of various 

communication media and digital services and the means to share files and data and work 

referenda and the announcement of the achievements and activities through various novel 

methods, including a database in the future to all the guaranteed families of orphan files 

and cases on waiting list.  

 

Center and location: 

The existence of organization in medical science Complex of the University of Khartoum 

as its center allows all members easy access to reach it due to a result of flow of traffic 

leading to and from the medical science complex and its centralization in the center of the 

capital city Khartoum. 

 

Refqah community and its composition:  

We in Rifqah Organization believe that, the relationship between the sponsor and the 

orphan should not be a one sided relationship, each party needs the other party, our policy 

and our vision requires to make from the orphans and their families active elements in 

composing of their communities not to be dependent only on others, as we adopt and 

strive for the development of the concepts of relationship between students and orphans 

and changing Sticking stereotype in the mind about the difficulty of change and make a 

difference with less efforts, and create bridges of communication and interdependence 

not only between the sponsors and the families of orphans or students and orphans, but 

also to collect all these categories in one level, and cooperation among themselves for the 

benefit of all. There is no difference to us between worker, student, businessman, or 

employee; we are all one hand towards achieving our goals.   

Work mechanism:  

The work  is distributed within the organization to a number of secretariats, each 

secretariat performs specific tasks Separately, the work is performed inside the secretariat 

by student members in the organization at different levels, each secretariat is headed by 
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the oldest Members and most experienced and familiar to the organization work and how 

to administer its functions, as the various age levels always allows us to find an 

alternative to implement plans and tasks according to a schedule and time frame pre-

determined and agreed upon, and all the work and tasks are running smoothly and 

flexibility away from any complexities unnecessary which may impede the achievement 

and enforcement schemes in a timely manner. 

 

Continuous evaluation and assessments: 

The Organization is keen to receive all the views and suggestions that will develop and 

improve the services provided by the Organization to the orphans using all different 

channels of communication and continuous evaluation of the secretariats performance of 

the tasks and annual projects to achieve good performance and best standard.  
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Allah Said: 

“And say: work (righteousness); soon will Allah observe your 

work, and his Messenger, and the Believers; soon will ye be 

brought back to the Knower of what is hidden and what is open; 

then will He show you the truth of all what ye did” 

 


